
F E A T U R E S

Along with  Public Bath rooms (which are shared by 1000's of Hujjaj) in MINA, 

we arrange the unique & highly beneficial facility of PRIVATE FIBERGLASS 

BATH ROOMS exclusively for our group members (maximum sharing 12-15 

per bath-unit) So that the Hujjaj of our group may avoid the hassle of lengthy 

queues & the problem of cleanliness in public bath rooms which are highly 

unhygienic.

PRIVATE BATH ROOMS IN MINA  

Every year, the total number of HAJIS arriving in the Kingdom is increasing 

rapidly due to which, the Saudi Government has extended the MINA tents 

even into MUZDALIFA to accommodate all of them.
According to majority of RELIGIOUS Scholars this is not according to Sunnah 

as Prophet Muhammad (P.B.U.H) stayed within the boundaries of MINA in 

HAJ & by staying out of mina hajis miss 3 important Sunnahs of hajj. Also these 

new tent areas are several kilometers away from Jamaarat (Shaitan) & Hajjis 

have to walk several miles each & everyday to perform RAMI (throwing stones 

@ Shaitan) which results in increased tiredness & stress besides increasing 

the risk of any untoward incidence during daily trip. Our Group has arranged 

ideally located tents not only within the Boundary of MINA but also within 

walking distance from Jamaarat (Shaitan). 
Confirmed stay in Mina is not only possible but also within convenient walking 

distance from Shaitan for 3 days of RAMI.

MINA TENTS MAKTAB IN VIP AREA  (easy walk to RAMI bridge)

Multi menu Buffet meals, 24 Hrs. cold & hot Drinks in Mina tents during Hajj 

days (7th Zil-Haj Night till 13th Zil-Haj) (normally Provided in Azizia Building by 

other groups). In Mina during HAJJ season, it is an ordeal & time consuming 

task to have proper food at proper time which results in meal skipping. This 

deficiency ultimately results in impaired immunity & shows up in the form of 

acute Flu or throat infection with complaints of body pains & high grade fever. 

Our group has arranged high quality Pakistani Cuisine which will be served in 

MINA tents during the 5 days of HAJJ .

THREE BUFFET MEALS IN MINA  with 24 Hrs. cold & hot Drinks

OUR 15-23 DAYS

SIRAJIA GROUP



PRIVATE AIR-CONDITIONED Korean/Chinese standard BUSES with 

confirmed seat for every hajji for Transfers between Mina, Arafaat, Muzdalifa & 

Makkah. In regular Packages, the Buses pick from one fixed spot (where 

HAJIS reach on their own) & then the buses leave because a limited number of 

buses transport a much larger number of HAJIS by making multiple trips, due 

to this HAJIS wait for long times in ques to board a bus. Also due to Traffic 

delays many HAJIS are even denied seats in bueses as there is only one bus 

(50 seater) for hundered hajjis. Whereas our private buses will pick HAJIS 

from their Hotels & will remain with them for 5 hajj days. 

STANDARD A/C BUSES FOR 5 HAJJ DAYS (SILVER & BRONZE series)

Luxurious Mercedese-Benz buses with bathroom for 5 Hajj days for Transfers 

between Mina, Arafaat, Muzdalifa & Makkah, with confirmed seat for 

everyone. In regular Packages, the Buses pick from one fixed spot (where 

HAJIS reach on their own) & then the buses leave. A limited number of buses 

transport a much larger number of HAJIS by making multiple trips, due to this 

HAJIS wait for long times in ques to board a bus. Many HAJIS are even denied 

seats in buses as there is only one bus (50 seater) for hundered hajjis. 

Whereas our private buses will pick HAJIS from their Hotels & remain with 

them for 5 hajj days. 

PRIVATELY CHARTERED MERCEDES BUSES (Gold Series)  

We are the only group that either charters Luxurious Mercedez Benz Buses or 

a domestic flight via Jeddah airport, exclusively for our hajj group members to 

avoid highly uncomfortable travel in sub standard Govt Buses. This saves time 

and energy to perform Umrah as during Hajj season Govt. buses take 12 to 14 

Hours to reach Makkah from Madina which drains you both physically and 

mentally apart from wasting one complete day and night and also gives you 

undue fatigue which can become hindrance in performing your HAJJ 

correctly.

Madina to Makkah transfer BY-AIR or by CHARTERED VIP BUSES

First & only group to provide escort service for Tawaf-e-Ziarat, includes pick-

up from Mina, drop at Haram, guides for tawaf  & then return to Mina. After 

years of experience we have been able to identify the most  comfortable time 

for this Tawaf to avoid hassles arising due to rush in Haram. (Air-conditioned  

Korean/Chinese standared Buses)

ESCORTED RETURN TRANSPORT FOR TAWAF-E-ZIARAT  

Our Hajj Group’s Directors along with their families accompany Hujjaj at all 

times 

PERSONALIZED SERVICES 



The standard practice by 99 % of private groups is that they avoid hotel 

stay of Medina and Makkah between 1st and  8th of Zil Hajj and instead 

stay in Azizia till 7th/ 8th Zil Hajj and then shift to Mina Tents directly from 

Azizia. So there is no stay in Hotels of Makkah and Medina between 1st 

and 8th  Zil hajj. This is done by the group managements to avoid the 

expensive High Season (SUPER PEAK HOTEL SEASON) of the Hotels 

of Makkah & Medina which starts from 1st. Zil Hajj and ends on 8th ZilHajj.  

NO NIGHT IN AZIZIA

AZIZIA

Azizia is a New Makkah city located approximately 7 kilometers from the Masjid Al-Haram
 ( KAABA ). Normally it's a 20-30 minutes drive from Haram but during Hajj season specially in the last 4 days 

before hajj, the traffic situation becomes critical and it takes several hours to travel between Masjid Al-Haram ( 

KAABA ) and your Azizia building. So its not feasible to travel between Azizia and Masjid Al Haram more than once 

a day. So majority of the Hajjis during this period either stay in Azizia and DO NOT VISIT The Holy Mosque at all or 

otherwise they come to KAABA just before ASAR prayer after offering their FAJR & ZUHR in Azizia apartments and 

then stay till ISHA prayer in the Masjid to avoid the hassle of several hours travel between the two destinations. 

During this stay period in Haram, Hajjis are dependant only on the Public washrooms as its almost impossible to 

travel frequently to Azizia apartments for minor tasks.

     WHAT IS AZIZA…?    

     SUPER PEAK SEASON HOTEL RATES & AZIZIA

The period between 1st and 8th Zil Hajj is the SUPER PEAK SEASON of all the HOTELS of Makkah & Medina and 

the room rates applicable after Hajj are 400% less than this Super Peak Season. e.g a hotel room costing Saudi 

Riyal  3000 per night before Hajj from 1st Zil Hajj till 8th  Zil Hajj period ,COSTS appx. 800 Riyals after Hajj. While 

there is NO COST of stay in Azizia as it is already PAID by Groups for the Whole season of HAJJ (MAUSM-E-HAJJ) 

i.e. 40 Days., as a compulsory requirement for HAJJ-VISA.
So by avoiding Hotel stay in Makkah & Medina between 1st and 8th Zil Hajj, the Group's Management saves the 

highest cost for the hotel nights falling between 1st and 8th Zil Hajj unlike our Group's Plan. 

With the Grace of ALLAH, for the last 4-5 years all of our Group Hajjis stay till 7th Zil Hajj in their respective Medina 

Hotels and DO NOT NEED TO MOVE TO AZIZIA as we have booked the hotels even for the SUPER PEAK 

SEASON just to avoid the Cumbersome stay in AZIZIA apartments UNLIKE ALL OTHER GROUPS. 

     DIFFERENCE OF HIGH & LOW SEASON IN AZIZIA

One more important thing to note is that even our Azizia packages are better that all other Azizia stay packages 

available.The reason being that even our Azizia package's Hujjaj will stay in the Medina Hotel till 7th Zil Hajj and 

they will spend their Azizia nights on 14th & 15th Zil Hajj after finishing Hajj. Not ONLY the Azizia Night Stay would 

fall in the Low season after Hajj but the Total number of Azizia Nights has also been reduced from standard of 4 

nights to just only Two Nights.

The normal practice by 99% of the Asian Groups is that they check-out from their hotels in Medina & Makkah on 4th 

of Zil hajj and depart to Azizia where they stay from 4th  Zil-Hajj till 8th Zil Hajj, which equals to  4 – NIGHTS. 

Contrast to this, Inshah-ALLAH , our group will stay in the Hotels of Holy City of Medina Munawarra till 6th / 7th Zil 

hajj and will not shift to Azizia like others. After Hajj on 13th Zil hajj all hajjis with NO-AZIZIA packages will move to 

their Makkah Hotels after Isha Prayer and those with Azizia night stay Packages will move into their Azizia 

apartment rooms from MINA at Zuhr time. They will stay in Azizia till 15th  ZilHajj and move to their Makkah hotels 

on 15th afternoon, thereby staying for only 2-nights in Azizia and only 1 full day ( 14th Zil-Hajj). So even our Azizia 

packages are better than all the other Azizia packages available.



FAZAAIL & BARAKAAT OF ASHRA-E-ZILHAJ  
Exceptional Opportunity to earn the “Fazaail & Barakaat” of Ashra-e-Zilhaj by 

spending it in the Holy Mosques (Makkah & Medina) and Mashair (Mina, 

Muzdalfa & Araft).
We would like to inform you that the iternary of our group has been arranged in 

a special way to allow our group members to avail the very special & blessed 

moments of  “Ashra-e-Hajj” (First ten days of Zilhajj). All of our group members 

would spend these blessed days & nights in the Holy Land of Prophet 

Muhammad (PBUH), the city of Madina Munawara.
Ashra-e-Zilhajj (First Ten days of hajj) have very special religious significance 

in all the months of Islam. The special value & importance of these days & 

nights has been repeatedly mentioned in several Qurani Ayat's and Hadith. 

Worship, Prayers & good deeds carry very special & enhanced reward in 

these days & nights.
To highlight the religious importance of these blessed days & nights, we have 

provided a small book in consultation with Mufti's, scholars and Ulema's which 

comprises of relevant ‘Qurani Ayat's’ & hadith highlighting the significance of 

this blessed period.
We would also like to inform all hajjis that Ashra-e-Zilhaj (days  preceding Hajj 

) fall in hotel’s HIGH SEASON and high quality accommodation near Haram 

during HIGH SEASON is almost double/twice than the low season, which 

starts after Hajj in medina or before 25th Zeeqada. Keeping in view the best 

religious interest of hajjis, we opt for the HIGH SEASON; otherwise, we can 

depart late from Pakistan direct for Makkah & then Visit Madina after Hajj to 

avail low season discounted rates.

HIGH SEASON HOTEL STAY IN MADINAH & ITS IMPORTANCE

World’s RENOWNED Hotel chain 

Stay in Grand ZAM-ZAM MAKKAH’s TALLEST BRAND NEW 5-Star Hotel 

Owned by The ROYAL family
ABRAJ-AL-BAIT  

MARWAH 
TOWER

SAFWA 
TOWER

GRAND 
ZAM ZAM 

TOWER

Distance 0-Meter from Masjid-Al-Haram 



HEAD OFFICE:  Tel: 92-42-35775085-6
31/E-1 , GULBERG-III , SHAHRA-E-IMAM HUSSAIN , behind 
QADDAFI STADIUM CRICKET ACADEMY, near SHAPES GYM ,LAHORE

DIRECTORS
DR.MUHAMMAD NASIR RASHID
03455-786-424

RAO ABDUL RAUF 
0321-4051313

CO-ORDINATORS FOR ISLAMABAD
MR. TANVEER / MR. MUMTAZ
03455-786-424
BEVERLY CENTRE , BLUE AREA , ISLAMABAD

CO-ORDINATOR FOR KARACHI
MR. IBRAHIM
03455-786-424
PARK TOWERS, CLIFTON , KARACHI

(in sequence, according to SUNNAH/WAJIB) is provided on EXTRA 

PAYMENT.
Qurbani is an important step of Hajj. To handle this ritual, Haji has to go to 

slaughter house, located several kilometers away from Mina plus it is always 

very crowded. It almost takes one complete day or even more to reach there, 

perform qurbani and return to Mina camp.The other option is Bank Coupon 

Sold by the banks, but this is controversial and is not approved by majority of 

the religious scholars of almost all sects of Islam. Also the qurbani “specific for 

Hajj” has to be slaughtered with in the limits of Makkah Haram and cannot be 

made in your homeland. Keeping in view all these issues, we have 

collaborated with one of the most authentic and biggest Religious school in 

Makkah “Mudarassa-e-Saulatia “ who are experts in handling Hajj Qurbani 

you will be given a time to end your Ahram after making 100% sure that your 

qubarni has been performed properly.

QURBANI ARRANGEMENTS/FACILITIES 

Religious Guides  accompany Hujajj throughout travel for detailed guidance 

on HAJJ

RELIGIOUS GUIDES/MUFTIS  

Unique & Priceless opportunity to perform Hajj-e-Qiraan from Medina, The 

type of Hajj performed by Prophet MUHAMMAD (PBUH). In hajj-e-qiran, haji 

has to perform  UMRA & HAJJ with single Ahram i.e. he can not open Ahram 

after performing only UMRA but instead has to perform HAJJ after UMRA & 

than open Ahram, unlike Hajj-e-tammatu.

UNIQUE FACILITY FOR PERFORMING HAJJ-E-QIRAN 

GROUP
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